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Abstract
Practices of the artist studio and traditions in training of artists inform 

a discussion of the pragmatic roots of knowing.  Cultural evolution in 
triadic semiotics of John Poinsot and Charles S. Peirce, taken among 
findings of psychological development, contemporary brain science and 
general cognitive investigations bear upon psycho-physiological processes 
by which relational differences are perceived and actual behaviors are 
organized into virtualizing references among corresponding assemblies of 
semiotic holons.  Such contingently ordered signs and tokens are construed 
pragmatically, in manifest orders of relational complexity, in which 
dependencies of contextual scaling during elaborations of relational 
configuration are seen as isomorphic to a complementary linguistics-
derived architecture of semantic spaces. Current technologies for computed 
tele-mediation of personal inferences among groups spur schizo-tribal 
styles of communication among revised sociocultural presumptions of the 
now-traditional Modern pragmatic paradigm. These new kinds of “common 
sense” erupt from collectively dominating technologies of hyper-linked 
network telemedia that work across diverse global cultures and now have 
become seminal to how individuals pay attention within their respective 
social contexts. 
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1 Attendance and knowing
Mind has the characteristics of a process more than of a thing; a 
becoming, a way of being, more than an entity. Every individual 
mind is a process of interaction with whatever it is that exists apart 
from ourselves according to its own private history. (McGilchrist 
2019: 19) 

1.1 Pragmatic roots of inference, surmise and implication
Addressing the reciprocal asymmetry of brain hemispheres and their 

fore and rear brain functions, psychologist and neural imaging researcher 
Iain McGilchrist suggests that lateralization and counterpoise of bicameral 
brain function simultaneously serves dual needs of cognitive process. Their 
practical collaboration is accomplished in moment-to-moment focus of 
attention, which accomplishes precise cognitive grasp of detail, yet remains 
open and alert to occurrences in a surround of figurative background 
potential, of what may happen. Hints that convergence of such 
asymmetric, yet complementing fore-/back-ground functions is 
evolutionally advantageous can be found in behaviors of predatory birds 
and animals where within a focus of some context-ground “it is the left 
hemisphere that latches on, through the right eye and the right foot, to the 
prey”. (2019 25-26) 

Organically reciprocal factors seem to guide and direct cognitive 
processes. McGilchrist emphasizes their processual primacy by writing that 

Attention is not just another ‘function’ alongside other cognitive 
functions. Its ontological status is of something prior to functions 
and even to things. The kind of attention we bring to bear on the 
world changes the nature of the world we attend to, the very nature 
of the world in which those ‘functions’ would be carried out, and in 
which those ‘things’ would exist. Attention changes what kind of a 
thing comes into being for us: in that way it changes the world. 
. . . 
Through the direction and nature of our attention, we prove 
ourselves to be partners in creation, both of the world and of 
ourselves. In keeping with this, attention is inescapably bound up 
with value – unlike what we conceive as ‘cognitive functions’, which 
are neutral in this respect. Values enter through the way in which 
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those functions are exercised: they can be used in different ways for 
different purposes to different ends. Attention, however, 
intrinsically is a way in which, not a thing: it is intrinsically a 
relationship, not a brute fact. It is a ‘howness’, a something 
between, an aspect of consciousness itself, not a ‘whatness’, a thing 
in itself, an object of consciousness. It brings into being a world 
and, with it, depending on its nature, a set of values. (2019: 28)  
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Figure 1, Becoming attends being



The pragmatic character of attendance corresponds to the neural 
process overhead necessary to pay attention to a given circumstance, to 
discern the kinds of entity at hand, and to respond appropriately. The 
simplest context of relation is that between two local features: whether a 
flammable object is too close to a space heater, for instance. While crucially 
important, such a comparison engages a far simpler process load and 
excercises far less neural horsepower than do matters of whom to seat side-
by-side at a formal dinner party or whether the new neighbor’s dog 
presents a danger to your child. It matters how complex the two related 
entities are, as well as whether and how they are understood in terms of a 
multitude of other kinds of relations that may inform their respective 
presences. 

1.2 Cognitive synergies of cerebral EMI fields
Professor of Molecular Genetics Johnjoe McFadden argues that 

synaptic neural networks in the brain incite cerebral electromagnetic 
information (cemi) fields. The nerve networks differentiate as their cemi 
fields locally and reflexively integrate discrete products of cognitive process. 
Through reentrant cycles nerve connections reciprocally differentiate and 
register physiological sensory input (labeled F1 in diagrams of this essay), 
as nerve networks and their cemi fields manipulate and reintegrate those 
discrete factors into what individually are taken as representations of qualia 
that integrally are compounded into conceptual understanding of semiotic 
output (labeled F2). 

His cemi theory satisfies Chalmers “double aspect’ principle” that 
“information has both a physical, and a phenomenal or experiential aspect” 
and predicts that “awareness will be a property of any system in which 
information is integrated into an information field that is complex enough 
to encode representations of real objects in the outside world”. McFadden 
further proposes that “meaning is an algorithm, experienced in its entirety . 
. . as a single percept in the global workspace of the brain’s EM field”. 
(2020: 11)  
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The cemi theory of cognition thus operates within a kind of dualist 
presumption. But it is an empirically testable dualism, vested in the 
distinction between matter and energy, rather than matter and spirit. It 
well suits Postmodern anticipations in John Deely’s rendering of John 
Poinsot’s early Modern discovery, generally ignored among his peers, and 
Charles Sanders Peirce’s early Postmodern rescue of a philosophical 
doctrine of signs. (2001) Says McFadden, “Consciousness is what 
algorithms that exist simultaneously in the brain’s EM field feel like. ” 
(2020: 11) 

Algorithms achieve coordinate actions among disparate functions. 
Such dynamics correspond within a mental architecture of semantic 
integration in which Per Aage Brandt speculates that between the afferent 
(F1) and efferent (F2) flows of neural input and output there is a third 
neural milieu to organize, rank and semantically integrate conceptions. It is 
there that affective traits of the mind emerge. (2004, 2020) 

A compatible counter-analysis of human accomplishment regards 
manifest orders of attended relational complexity as key. It relies on 
evidence of pragmatic factors of communication revealed in artifacts and 
interpreted in relation to studies of actual human psychological 
development, as in archaeology and art history. From such clues it infers 
holistically-nesting dimensions of complexity that host various contexts of 
differentiation within semiosis. (Jones 1993, 2020) 

Both approaches address facts of F1 perceptions that are reconciled 
into F2 meanings: Brandt, arguing from a vantage of linguistics, ponders a 
semantic milieu between to and fro of neural flows, effected in “some sort 
of horizontal resonance”, likened to “a parallel activation of neurons by 
oscillatory coordination”, while Jones suggests primacy of “an artist’s eye” 
for differentially-contingent and contextually elaborating orders of 
pragmatic relational construction. (Brandt 2004: 164, 165; Jones 1993, 
2020)  
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1.3 Differentiation and integration of temporal holons 
Arthur Koestler coined the term holon to express a whole made of parts 

that are themselves holons; a holarchy comprises connections among such 
corresponding entities. (1967) In Incomplete Nature Terrence Deacon 
writes of ententional entities — systems of holistically organized  
constraints that are more efficiently adaptive to circumstances of their 
environment than their isolated components. Along with a wide swath of 
complex ends-directed transactions, ententional systems involve absentials: 
correspondences with things not actually present. In regard to 
teleodynamics of such ententioned and seemingly end-directed actions, 
Deacon says, 

Teleodynamics can be understood as characterizing the 
distinguishing dynamics of life. However, rather than being an 
abstract description of the properties that living processes exhibit, 
it is a specific dynamical form that can be described in quasi-
mechanical terms. Although it is the distinguishing characteristic of 
living processes, it is not necessarily limited to the biological. 
Teleodynamic processes can be identified with respect to the 
specific end-directed attractor dynamics they develop toward. 
(2012: 275)  

Focused through the lens of McFadden’s theory that semiotics of 
cognitive processes actually transact through integrating intermediation of 
physical cemi fields, Deacon’s teleodynamics suggests a corresponding 
semiodynamics: syntactic actualities by which symbols comprise relations 
among multiple instances of signs to convey virtual patterns of semantic 
meaning within the physical universe. 

But at this point one encounters an important caveat regarding the 
seeming of such proprioceptive self-attending semiosis as an interpreting 
observer. (See Figure 6b, for instance, where interplay between feeling and 
intuiting is labeled immediate because it is the process that registers 
phenomena, semiotically habituating it as memory of what is being 
registered.) 
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All semiosis is mediated. But phenomena proprioceptively attended in 
an auto-attending phenomenological analysis is reflexive; it is mediated in 
the physiological substance that attends its own outcomes. Being reflexive, 
such attendance seems — feels — immediate. But in auto-attendance such 
immediacy merely attests to an intrinsic semiosis of a body cognitively 
focused upon its own phenomenological reporting. 

Cemi energy fields aroused among patterned differentiations of brain 
nerve networks thus seem synergetically to mediate integration of their own 
signaling, within reentrant cycles that transact among multiple sets of 
reticular nerve patterns to influence local synaptic weights. 

In Mind from Body: Experience from neural structure, 
neuroanatomist Don Tucker writes, 

Within the theory of the body dialectic, the growth of mental 
structures is not linear. Rather, it is recursive and reentrant, 
weaving the tapestry of experience from the opponent processes of 
visceral generality and somatic specification. The mind is framed 
by its visceral core and somatic shell. (2007: 278) 

Such reciprocally attuned patterns of reflexive revision act locally, 
within regions of a brain. Their organic unity auto-sustains among 
dynamically changing, complementarily opposed interplays of neural 
network renderings. Transactions among F1 differentials foster cemi field-
induced integration that cumulatively adjusts synaptic potentials to 
accomplish logics of functional process such that F2  “. . . meaning is an 
algorithm experienced, in its entirety from problem to its solution, as a 
single percept in the global workspace of brain's EM field”. (McFadden 
2020: 11) 

1.4 Autopoeisis as entending interplay among geometries of constraint
Factors of sub-sequence depend on some precedent occurrence, while 

matters of con-sequence present opportune conjunction among multiple 
chains of occurrence. (Figures 2, 3) Neither is confined to matters of overt 
construction. The subtly contextual factors of prior dependency urge regard 
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for semiotic tenses within any 
prospect of unfolding 
experience. They are primal to 
any effective grasp of 
relationship. 

Figure 2 Sub-sequent 
contingency of change shows a 
“dependent stack” of four 
tensional terms; together they 
affirm temporally-depending 
precedence mustered across 
actually occurring moments. 
Each term mereologically and 
temporally prefigures (contains) and/or manifests within (is contained in) a 
pre- / sub-sequent instantiation of relational moment (Rogers 2020):  

• all: meaning everything in the actual universe, as well as in the 
cosmos of possible (virtual) actualization,  

• is: the ongoing dynamic of now, the ever-unfolding present moment 
of actual awareness,  

• was: only in some present now may one attend evidence of what 
happened before, either in remembered recollection of past event, or 
inference from artifacts that testify to actual prior occurrence, and 

• may: imaginal notions of what might have been, or yet be-coming, 
that comprise projectively construed abstractions from habits and 
patterns at work in present recollections of former experience. 

Reifying, the cognitive process of “realizing”, actually occurs among 
opportune convergences of multiple causal chains. But its attendance is 
constrained by limits of working memory. Thus, reifying pragmatically 
must take place in phases that linearly correlate successive steps of 
conditionally enacted and possibly-branched stages of M1 causal adaptation 
to changing circumstances. (Figures 3a, b, c, d)  
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Among phased reentrant forks of linear development that tend toward 
resolution with regard to absentials, ongoing ententional processes build 
contingently. Factors of temporal ordinality cyclically recur, in the sense of 
again going back through cumulative pragmatics of sub-sequenced effect.
(Tucker 2007: 191, 205, 211, 215, 217, 223-226, 254, 272-273, 276-278)  

From such cumulatively layered informational dependencies, 
protogeometric space-inducing relationships are inferred and semiotically 
registered into attributes of Gestalt patterns. (Kauffman 2001: 94) “Order is 
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simply thought embodied in arrangement; and thought embodied in any 
other way appears objectively as a character that is a generalization of 
order, and that, in the lack of any word for it, we may call for the nounce, 
Super-order.” (Peirce, CP: 6.490, quoted in Brier 2008) 

From the logic of temporal tenses Charles Sanders Peirce proposes his 
“new categories”. They are intrinsic to all that we cognitively attend. Within 
context of everything, all serves, through some locally interpreting 
observer, as comprehending “ground zero”. Within that presumption Peirce 
christens a set of active categories: “Firstness”, “Secondness” and 
“Thirdness” as recursive phases by which one attends, infers and surmises 
fractal signs of implication. 

Their interplaying tenses manifest as respectively sub-sequent, as in 
happening after and depending from earlier phase of reifying, ritualizing 
or rectifying. (See Figures 3a, b, c, M1 fractal branching attended as linear 
occurrence and the temporal axes displayed in Figure 6f) And where two or 
more chains of sub-sequent development converge, con-sequent 
opportunity for transactional interplay offers compound options for launch 
of one or more new sub-sequent causal chains. 

Reifying opportunity thus opens new possibilities among momentarily 
converging characteristics. Such prospects are discovered among 
interplaying and converging/diverging moments of disparate sub-sequent 
chains of causation. Their discovery occasions a sense of causal adaptive 
indeterminacy that starkly contrasts with earlier reductive notions of 
rigorous causal actual determinacy. That distinction is key in starkly 
differing world senses individuated at M4 and M5, as well as in world views 
rooted in collective communications of such construction at C4 and C5, 
respectively. (Figure 3d, Tables 2 and 3) 

1.5 Emergence of logics and dampening of tokenized sensibility
Process-relational philosopher Charles Hartshorne heartily endorses 

Peirce's approach to phenomenology, especially for his ability to derive 
presumptions crucial to number theory from observation of experiential 
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Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness. (2011) Their attributes of recollected 
inclusion appear in myriads of sub-sequent circumstances that 
mathematically confer cardinality as well as ordinality, along with ability to 
count multiples and to order them in terms of priority.  

Such innate abilities, especially among correspondences of geometric 
principles within Gestalt patterning, are crucial to experiential encounters 
with cues and prospects of spatiotemporal organization found among 
sensed configurations of even an elementary organism’s ecological 
surround. (Figure 1: F1) 

The logic of sub-sequence and con-sequence implies that the first 
occurrence of some experience does not necessarily ordain a second similar 
occasion, but a second experience does certainly require a preceding first. 
Further, a third experience necessarily depends upon having experienced 
not only a first, but also a sub-sequent second. (Figure 3)  

Repeating experiences evolutionally gather by habituation into what 
Peirce called logica utens, a primal, yet directly available and innate logic of 
unconscious process, from which new ideas abductively inspire new 
thoughts and behavior within species-legacy experience. Those discoveries 
and innovations, if successfully communicated among social fellows, within 
a group may enhance behavioral options for further conscious 
individuation of logica docens. (Douven 2021) As diagramed in Figure 8 
such abductive focus is key to the way of the artist; it is the context that may 
inspire revisions of inference gathered among opportune moments of con-
sequent convergence. 

According to John Deely (2001) Peircean semiosis bridges processual 
imaginings to cognize ontological implications by the action of signs, which 
symbolically relate an aware interpreter to some gradually evolving sense of 
objectivity that constitutes and embodies one’s understanding of the real.  

Unfortunately, such objectifying process, in day-to-day ordinary 
experience, tends also to tokenize, to convert a momentary sense of acute 
implication into chronic emblem of often hackneyed import that, as 
circumstances change, can cease by degree of relevance, even to betray 
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coherent forms of vitality. Tokenization diverts one’s direct awareness via 
logica utens, away from appreciation of a freshly unfolding now, to merely 
recognize only a logica docens of the residual too-familiar that easily may 
grow stale and dreary, caricatured as CZ’s — science fiction “consumer 
zombies” that stalk corporatized realms of trans-modern techno-
production, distribution and consumption. (Jones 2021) 

To counter such deadening effects of routine experience, an effective 
training program for young artists must point out hum-drum attention-
blinding and smothering effects of long-standing socially-tokenized 
residues, to caution against socially-entrenched and moribund habits of 
interpretive perception. Initial training in visual art thus works first to 
bring into awareness and then to dissolve ordinary-sight dampening and 
cliche expectations that new students typically bring to their beginning 
studies. 

Initial exercises are meant to enhance immediately felt awareness of 
logica utens directness of actual M1 cognitive attendance. (Figure 3a) Once 
liberated, innate awareness will have reverted to the “child’s eye” view, 
“born again” into directness of  logica utens from which gradually may be 
built a personally-styled framework that directly gauges and attends higher 
orders of endeavor from freshly personal perspective. Gradually, students 
so-immediately-engaged become adept in personal flexing of second order 
attentiveness: a never-ending creative project of attentional curiosity — 
how one actually attends to attention itself. (Harlan 1986: 20-81) (Jones 
1993) 

2 Attending noncoincidence
Recall McGilchrist’s parable from observation of predatory brain 

functions: a creature’s ecological attendance, from the right brain, frames 
an aptly contingent mediating context for working thrust of dissecting 
attentional focus. Reciprocal interplay of grasps similarly hosts attending 
cognitive process as it momentarily holds steady some stabilizing ground 
for assimilating details. 
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Much as implied in Figure 1, Becoming attends being, ontological 
objects seem virtually construed as orthonormal to actual constructing 
processes of semiosis. This is to say that an “entity-space” — its in-formed 
“thingness” — emerges in virtual signification of meaning, but apart from, 
or “oblique to” M1 temporal streams of actually in-forming perceptual 
events. Those streams con-sequently act through interplaying physical 
energies. They resonate at an intra- / extra-jectory boundary (Figure 1 and 
Table 1). There, F1 inputs are reified into F2 signs of persistent being. Such 
tokens actually then are batted about in further energy dynamics. As sign-
vehicle objects they are construed within still-ongoing becoming, gradually 
to evolve and to rectify cognitive grasp as one virtually grapples, over a 
lifetime, with actually changing presentations of the real world.  

Signs of “things” semiotically are differentiated in terms of relative 
contrasts, perceived among changed and changing cues. They reify within 
some dimensional order that reconciles differences that seem to counter 
and to oppose one other. In chorus, attending focus holistically elaborates 
each next higher-order of semblance as holon within which to reconcile 
apparent differences, to tell of what Maurice Merleau-Ponty calls 
nonconcidence. (Wiskus 2013: 22-24) 

For example, a very familiar, but acutely evocative instance that 
resolves differentiating counterpoints is found in how we attend “ordinary” 
optics of seeing. Noncoincidence of slightly differing images con-sequently 
result from separate neural processes that proceed from relative optical 
displacement of binocular viewpoints. They first are construed at M1, which 
is to say that we attend and understand such physical offset of the 
separated viewpoints at a grounding focus M1. 

Their respectively differing flat images, construed at M2 from 
converged gathering of dual Gestalt patterns, imaginally finds stereoscopic 
reconciliation in a virtually comprehending sense of visual depth at M3. 
That enhanced sense of optical space imaginally resolves two slightly 
differing planar renderings of configuration into a holistically informing 
grasp of simultaneity in far-versus-near. Its greater salience, as virtually 
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compounded higher M3 dimension, actually simplifies actual interpretive 
process load. The two separate M2 planar configurations resolve into 
greater physiological efficiency, reminiscent of Deacon’s account of 
morphodynamics of entention; constraints thermodynamically, and more 
efficiently, resolve differences within a comprehending order of 
information actually absent in planar configurations attended separately. 
(2012: 230-243) M1 eye scans cumulatively build two separate and slightly 
differing flat offsets of M2 viewscape patterns that reconcile into a unique 
3D depth-informing virtual holon grasped at M3.  

Another example of noncoincident reconciliation is found in how we 
infer differing 3D states of some moving or changing physical object or 
circumstance. Each temporal moment is construed as a slightly “differing 
object” at M3; the neural process load of differing relations reconciles into 
changes inferred in the “same object” that virtually transact across 
successive (linearly and chronologically clocked) samplings, imaginally 
attended in actual M1 sub-sequent moments of focus. Cascading up the 
manifesting orders, sampled perceptual inferences emergently gather into 
reconciliation of an inferred 4D temporal “metric time sequence” along 
which any object or circumstance may be understood to change at M4. (See 
Figures 1 and 3)  

Attending cognition thus thrusts recursively through cyclic operations 
to differentiate nesting fractal orders of detail, among branched 
observations taken at M1, within greater orders of inferred holistic 
manifestation at still higher orders. Just as a predator seizes its prey by left 
brain control of right hand and foot, even as its right-brain controls the 
“sense of” work context, attended cognition imaginally dissects and 
assimilates, from various explicitly presenting orders of temporally 
relational focus, constituent elements of some food for inference and 
surmise. Its morsels coalesce from structural processing at the lowest 
orders, from the naive primal state 111 of M0 up to M3, through causal 
factors of M4 to M6 that anchor semiotically the more comprehending 
shared social constructions of M7 to M9. Ultimately, locally, all in-forming 
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differentiation reconciles within the 
objectively-comprehending 
pluripotential self/world holon 111* 
(the asterisk acknowledges 
differentially in-forming tiers 
M1..M9) of M10. 

Gradually, developmentally, 
over a lifetime, social guidance of 
individual inference educates and 
revises personal resources of 
M0..M6 into more adequate modes 
of ongoing virtual realization that 
better ground operations of 
socioculturally-engaged factional 
mythmatics of personal surmise. 

It is from local groups operating 
within larger groups, 
C0>C1>..>C5,..,  that varying and often contrary modes of reifying 
interplay, to revise and to extend legacies of collective rituals. Those 
socioculturally affirming rites are altered and reconciled from newly 
persuasive modes of personal discovery and habituation. Across 
cooperating or competing groups of such corresponding individuals, 
dominant cultural orders collaboratively ensue. 

2.1 Loads, tenses and meaning in mental architectures
If all signs were equal then the world would be a fog of semiotic 

indeterminacy. We would not know, nor could we act on, anything because 
nothing would be discernible in blankness of sameness. It is a crucial 
condition of knowing that information is gleaned cyclically, attentionally, 
from fields of perceived differences.  

At the elementary organic level of intuiting responsiveness an 
organism first distinguishes, then compounds inferred relations into 
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differential orders of detected detail. If only transient, then such 
information configuration may be lost. But where faculties of memory have 
developed, mappings of configured relationships interact to enable a mode 
of felt anticipation able to gauge current circumstances against habituated 
recollections of past mappings, therefrom to project implications for 
further occurrence.  

Cognitive construction of a sign thus represents a corresponding neural 
process load of relational complexities borne in regard to the number of 
signaling references latent within it. Figures 3, 4 and 5 depict processes 
that build differential orders of detail, integrated by reflexive action of 
nerve networks and their cemi fields, into semantic orders.  

Analogous to processes of multitrack recording, where earlier signals 
individually are registered onto separate recorder tracks, then variably 
output in different complex blends, F1 sensory inputs are processed 
cumulatively in relation to interpretive orders of manifest grounding 
holons. Habituated patterns, remembered events and felt contingencies 
guide apt response and anchor cognitive processes to semiotically build, 
interpret and cumulatively render triadic signs of F2 outputs from 
interpreted F1 perception within actual fields of (M0) features. Local cues 

first are gauged sequentially, as mutually pairwise dyadic relations (M1) 
premised against a grounding context of M2. Then, for  each next order Mn 
up, a grounding holon Mn+1 anchors subsumed tiers of dyadic 
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multiplicity as a context within which lower orders are meaningfully 
resolved. (Figures 4, 5)  

An analogy with weather scenarios may help convey combinatorial 
factors at play: sub-sequent variations among currents of air, temperature, 
humidity, and so on, foster relative conditions of con-sequent interplay 
among prospects for continuous or discontinuous, or intermittent, 
eruptions and varying intensities of rain or fog, to hide or reveal farther 
details of environment, even to sculpt vaporous elaborations of cloud 
columns against displays of blue sky. 

Similarly, factors of qualia, pragmatic actuality and situational 
implication borne in Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness combine among 
triads of characteristics carried in possibilities for representamen, semiotic 
object and interpretant to conjure, not twenty-seven modes of interaction, 
(3x3x3), but only ten. (Atkin 2013) (Merrell 2000) The limit of ten results 
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from Peirce’s assertion that the interpretive condition of a sign cannot be 
greater than its representative condition, which cannot be higher than its 
presentative. This correlative construction logic, at work in semiosis, as 
appraised by Peirce in his 1903 rendering of Ten Categories, also applies to 
temporal factors of reifying, rectifying and ritualizing. (Figure 6f) Their 
interplay results in the particular combinations given in the column of 
three-digit numbers that expresses respective orders of temporal 
compounding by attention, inference and surmise.  (Tables 1 and 2)  

As seen in Table 1, Comparison of relational and semantic prospects, 
the scale of fractal orders of actual relational differentiation during 
attended perception aligns well with Per Aage Brandt’s complementary 
derivation, from linguistic principles, of a semantic architecture of mental 
spaces. (2004, 2020) 

2.2 Becoming a great chain of being
Both conceptions, manifest orders of relational differentiation and 

semantic architecture of meaningful integration, ground a Postmodern 
variant of the traditional Great Chain of Being. (Brandt 2004: 32-34, 2020)
(Jones 1993, 2020) Across a holarchy of nested tiers, relational 
complexities of semiotic compounding elaborates a scale by which to gauge 
experiential correspondences sampled by sensory inputs, F1, that 
semiotically are transmuted into behavioral decision and expressive 
conceptual output, F2, to virtually constitute objective notions of being. 

 Pragmatically, relational orders build from simplest modes of 
relational interplay rendered in structures that compound joint 
implications of lower-order location, linear relationships, and planar 
configuration. The next-higher dimensioned prospects tell of causally 
actuated relationships that serve pragmatically to gauge substantial spatial 
contexts of material body movement. They are first discovered and 
habituated in childhood developmental stages that Jean Piaget terms 
sensorimotor (M0>M1), pre-operational (M1>M2), concrete operational 
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(M2>M3) and formal operational (M3>M4) phases of psychomotor 
development. (Piaget and Inhelder 2000:152-159) (Jones 1993, 2020) 

From causally ententioned transactions at M4..M6, social orders arise 
among competing and cooperating aspirations within sociocultural venues 
of overt encounter, transaction, construction and commerce. 

Relational interplay among perceptions is unconsciously garnered in 
logica utens. The attending conscious domain of logica docens semiotically 
uncovers more comprehensive and socioculturally rationalized modes of 
organization to resolve conflict and accident (M7..M9). Social collaboration 
further builds and communicates from lesser personal orchestrations of 
difference and similarity to fund a full range of human ideas, sciences, arts, 
psychologies and sociologies. 

3 Complementary modes of inference shape relational implication
One does not expect to find direct connections of the structure of 
logical speech with the symmetries of Euclidean Geometry. It is the 
surprise of this connection that appeals to the intuition. Logic and 
reasoning are properties of language/mind in action. Geometry 
and symmetry are part of the mindset that would discover eternal 
forms and grasp the world as a whole. To find, by going to the 
source of logic, that we build simultaneously a world of reason and 
a world of geometry incites a vision of the full combination of the 
temporal and the eternal, a unification of action and 
contemplation. The relationship of logic and geometry demands a 
deep investigation. This investigation is in its infancy. (Kauffman 
2001: 94) 

Significances of cognitive response and control phenomenologically 
arise from an actual ground of interplay among physical energies, as 
discussed in regard to McFadden’s cemi theory, above. Cognitive patterns 
neurally earn associated meanings through recurrent phases of processing. 
(Tucker 2007 ) But cognition also happens in two-phase complementary 
dialectic between left and right brain function that McGilchrist identifies 
with imagining (2009) and that McFadden hypothesizes as reciprocating 
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outcomes that interplay as contingently branched synaptic networks and 
reflexively interfering Fourier summation that takes place in local cemi 
energy fields.  

Thus cognitive processes routinely engage features of ecological 
circumstance, to distinguish them in terms that confer spatial form and 
materially persistent properties that reciprocally are realized through 
complementing compounds of tensioned relational factors, such as over/
under, within/without, figure/ground, and so on. Outcomes of such 
processes necessarily coalesce in accordance with four tensional types of 
geometry availed among possible relations of actual encounter — manifold, 
mereological, topological and projective. 

One’s actually manifest world is realized in moments of happenstance 
events, kindled in material reifying, social ritualizing and value rectifying 
dynamics. Those dynamics are borne in explicating thoughts and feelings, 
wherein Katherine Peil notes that “. . . our limited ability to suppressively 
regulate our emotions is because they are actually regulating us, and from a 
much deeper, wiser, evolutionary evaluative authority”. (2014: 80)  

Ententioned experience builds from an imaginal stream that includes 
memoried outcomes of habituated prior occurrence. Those memories 
correspond as signaling indexes for connective mappings that carry 
recollected implications, vested in and enacted from feeling and emotive 
body-prepping, that guide behavior within actual circumstances. (Peil  
2014) 

For Peirce, logica utens organically serves 
from species-habituated functions the sensory 
perceptions and anticipations of felt implication 
that among the individuated higher echelons of 
logica docens are attended as self/world-
actualizing functions: sensing, intuiting, feeling 
and thinking. (Pietarinen 2000: 357, 362-367) 

 Following Buckminster Fuller’s 
methodology, as explored in Synergetics and 
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Synergetics2, transactional synergies of associative interplay in reciprocally 
differentiating and integrating processes may be graphed in terms of 
interactions among their counterpoised agencies. (1975, 1979) The 
simplest, most relationally direct graph of four such poles is tetrahedral: 
four pairings such that each equally relates to the other three. (Figure 6, 
Space as context of differential interplay) 

A perceptual quality manifests as a feature at attentional focus M0. It 
simply is. A relational path between any two such M0 instances, whether 
direct or meandering, resolves and delineates their mutually-
complementing differentiation into a higher-order linear M1 ground of 
correspondence. Fuller emphasizes that as the most basic of actual 
configurations possible, the tetrahedron has a fundamental place in 
understanding synergies of interaction, rendered as elaborative graphs of 
differentiating interplay.  
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Locations of the four prioritizing tensional functions are positioned 
apart in such a graph, but note that the paths that connect them, the linear 
edges, occur in three distinct pairings that also are mutually 
complementary in their respective characteristics, expressed in mutual 
obliqueness of edges. Such deployed complementarity arises in a Peircean 
Firstness of manifestation. One of the four constitutes an all-
consummating-holon of reflexive outcome. But all are pairwise 
complementary in reciprocating differentiation among further pairings of 
unique counterparts. Respectively, in Peircean Secondness, and like a 
string quartet in concert, the four unique functions and their six compound 
dyadic portmanteau constructs reflexively interplay via local nerve-
branched signals and their cemi fields. In their graph, three mutually 
oblique axes respectively connect the three sets of reciprocally paired 
dyadic constructs, rendered as an octahedron within the original 
tetrahedron. The all-holon reflexively, by cemi field summary interference, 
reconciles con-sequent outcomes of all four functions, their six child dyads 
and a triadic Thirdness of further compounding from dyad interplay to 
evoke a tetrahedral dual, to resolve interpretive counterparts to the four 
primal functions’ joint surmise. (Figure 7a, b, c, d, e)  

This happens as all correspond within the initial tetrahedron and 
resultant dyads of cognitive elaboration. (Figure 7a). Their interplaying 
dynamics (Figure 7c, d) promote a joint combinatorial product, 
algebraically expressed, as framed by the rectangle of Figure 7d. Those 
combinatorial products characterize poles of the tetrahedral dual to the 
original functions. They render outcome of each triad of dyads with respect 
to its complementary set, to project active determinants of behavior, seen 
diametrically posited across from each inciting primal function, as in 
sensing |- focus, intuiting |- situation, feeling |- mode, thinking |- scenario. 
(“|-“ is read as “yields” or “manifests”) 

Both tetrahedral conversions relationally are embedded within a 
comprehending cube, itself dual to the dyadic octahedron and its 
productively reciprocal interplay of dyad triplets (rendered as fractions in 
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Figure 7d). They incite a joint pluripotent reality (Tables 1, 2) that 
consummates the reentrant lower-level compoundings of cognitive 
semiosis. Its cubic space relationally is extrapolated from logica utens F1 
perception that cognitively, reflexively, grounds basis for logica docens 
evaluative surmise. (Figure 7e) 

Graphically, tetrahedral correspondence among such complements 
engenders three counterpoised pairs of dyadically related kinds of 
operational transaction:  

• perceiving/valuing rectify — evolve credibility — by proving, 
testing and validating response to circumstance that becomes apparent at 
the liminal boundary between logica utens/docens. Their structural 
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www.manifestorders.com)
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relations are inferred among manifold proximate sense data regions that 
combine into part-in-whole renderings of intuited mereology, with 
connections and associations topologically mapped and monitored as 
prioritizations of feeling that may be abstracted and projected by thinking 
into various comparative mappings within dialogues of analogical 
import; 

• habituating/organizing ritualize — unite — disparate behaviors of 
individuals into cohering styles and cultures of interacting social groups 
that, as habituating selves, communicate within semiotic rituals of 
collective bonding; and  

• dialoguing/analogizing reify — make real — by comparative 
dialectics of combinatorial logic that elaborate conjectures among 
differing categories, told in left-brain narratives of analogical recollection 
of implication.  

The focal thrust of such multi-tiered cognitive process attends along 
technos (cycles of constructive behavior), across two obliquely acting axes 
of change: chronos (evolutional time), and kairos (opportune conjunction 
of disparate  causal actualities). Figure 6f  depicts a pale gray arrow, labeled 
attending thrust, that envelopes, in cycles of technos-practices of inference 
and surmise, what appear to be tracks of a deer or other ungulate, to imply 
a perceived set circumstances interpreted by some hunter who reads in 
their implications prospects for food for his tribe as well as enhanced 
prestige found among his fellow hunters, likely to be ritually celebrated 
among kith and kin in stories, songs and dances of joy.  

Directly organic affordances of logica utens thus foster higher orders of 
sensing, intuition, feeling and thinking of logica docens that Carl Jung 
identified as psychic, or cognitive functions of human behavior and culture. 
(1921) Those faculties build from moments of M1 attendance, compounded 
in branched steps and stages into higher fractal orders of phased projects to 
constitute what Floyd Merrell calls “sedimented knowing”. (2000: 74-75) 
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In Jung’s treatise that originally introduced cognitive functions as 
individuating factors of Psychological Types he describes only a simple 
cruciform deployment; any sense of orchestral counterpoint compounding 
across complementary temporal axes is absent in his original planar 
presentation. There the cognitive functions are said to be arranged in a 
simple cross-shaped configuration: a rational (prioritizing) thinking/feeling 
axis counters an irrational (ambient) sensing/intuiting axis. The flat 
diagram can be interpreted as a tetrahedral graph, viewed from above. (See 
Figure 8, Cognitive functions viewed “top-down”; compare with Figure 7a) 

4 Manifest and Cultural Orders of relational complexity

The pragmatic paradigm of a social group or of a greater culture is 
characterized by the dominant mode of cognitive attendance (Table 2) that 
prevails in ordinary social transactions. Its “common sense” resides in a 
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general presumption of how others tend to attend, understand and 
interpret events within their mutual circumstances. (Jones 1993) 

Table 3 charts evolution of pragmatic paradigm in cultural history as 
paralleling developments in mediating technologies for communications 
and interpersonal transaction, such as roads and railroads. C3 culture 
presumes a generally M3-attended world of characteristic substances, the 
essential properties of which render them relatively valuable for wide-
spread use, prized as commodities in commercial transactions. 
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(Used under license CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 www.manifestorders.com)
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John Deely traces development of the doctrine of signs from what, in 
terms of Cultural Orders, are denoted as C2 pre-Socratic thinkers of 
Ancient Greece, by way of the C3 Latin age of Augustine and Aquinas, into 
work of John Poinsot in the early C4 Modern era. (Table 3) Deely finds that 
other C4 Moderns — Descartes, Locke, Hegel and Kant especially — 
unfortunately misconstrue correspondences among subjective and 
objective relations to imprison the mind within its own ideas, apart from 
transactions that are real. (2001) 

In  Deely’s estimate, John Poinsot’s more apt construction of objective 
ideals of experience, with semiotic correspondences to reality, were 
recovered and somewhat restored, at the beginning of the C5 Postmodern 
era in the work of Charles Sanders Peirce. His rescue of a doctrine of signs 
revised Modernist themes of ontology and epistemology by 
phenomenologically (phaneroscopically is the term used by Peirce) 
presenting pragmatic factors in how people actually attend and construe 
events of their lives. (2001) 

The C4 Modern paradigm generally reduces actual entities to inert 
material stuff activated by mechanically-driven causal properties; C3 
legacies from Aristotle and his peers are accepted as basis for C4 
understanding material forms. But from Descartes and Newton onward, 
following Locke and Kant, actual objects typically have been understood by 
C4 Moderns as standing actively apart, divorced from attending mental 
influences of any abstracted observers. Physiologies of observers are 
characterized at C4 as machines that follow statistical laws of causal 
actualization while minds are relegated to some supernatural haunting of 
unseen spirit. 

Large numbers of people bureaucratically also are construed 
statistically at C4 as “great masses” that collectively must obey blind 
proddings of wholly aloof causal influences. Political and economic systems 
thus organized in C4 depend on persuasive propagandas to shape public 
opinion through advertising and official motivational programs. C4 social 
cultures thus average behaviors observed among groups of individual 
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agents into a reductive M4 mode of statistical attendance that widely shares 
and incorporates another fruit of C3 musing, a notion of a ubiquitously and 
continuously consistent historical time, imagined chronologically as 
metered succession that proceeds through three oblique axial dimensions 
of extension. 

Imagining, says McGilchrist, is our particular experience of the 
hemispheric brain dialogues that interweave and knit senses of what is, was 
and may be in relation to some attending grasp of locally actual 
circumstance. Now, cybernetic technologies of internationally networked 
personal computers, smart phones and personal monitoring gear have 
radically altered the communications environment. M4 personal habits of 
attention now grapple within M5 revisions for local currency as a new 
collectively manifesting C5 paradigm counters and displaces purview of 
earlier presumptions.  

5 Summary
Working from broad experience in linguistics Per Aage Brandt 

describes an Architecture of Mental Spaces. In accordance with formal 
precepts of what Charles Peirce calls semiotics of logica docens, it 
articulates a top-down view of semantic integration that occurs during 
attended cognition. 

Rooted in appreciation of pragmatic work habits of the artist studio, a 
complementary bottom-up view is given in Manifest Orders of Attended 
Relational Complexity. It builds phenomenologically from consideration of 
actual steps, stages and phases of artist training wherein reentrant 
cognitive processing is seen acutely to differentiate informational cues 
within sensory inputs. 

 Characteristics of such primally building phases originate in and 
predispose stages of childhood development. They also permeate works and 
work habits of artists working in diverse venues and modes of performance. 
The crucial common factor seems to be a keen personal awareness, a 
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second order attentiveness: paying attention to attention itself, to fully 
gauge what is going on during discovery aspects of knowing. 

The artistic modes of such cognitive attendance, dubbed visionary and 
psychological by Carl Jung, seem born of utens and docens, respectively. 
(1923: 213-231) Cognitive patterns broached in logica utens, active in early 
childhood, and predisposed as they are toward pathfinding prowess, also 
spur efforts of working artists. There they are refined, extrapolated and 
honed in particular stages of the later-unfolding docens sensorimotor and 
mental skills.  

Semantics of bodymind, whether gauged differentially from bottom-up, 
or integrally from top-down, are seen to persist even in mature adult habits 
of interpersonal and sociocultural production. Those pragmatically won 
semantic forms affectively color collective syntaxes of common sense 
understanding. They distinguish various orders and scales of social setting 
and infuse different cultural eras, each with its own variant that locally 
interprets an ambient “spirit of an age”, to resonate within all manifest 
orders of human behavior. 
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